PV _LIB is available in MatLab and Python versions [2] [3].
The LFM has been developed and is being used by SRCL and Gantner Instruments to produce optimum PV performance simulation accuracy with detennination of performance coefficients, quantification of any instability and fault finding diagnosis [4] [5] .
The validation and comparisons of the measured vs.
predicted (long tenn) perfonnance will be demonstrated in this paper to quantify the potential benefits of continuous IV scan 
II. OUTDOOR MEASUREMENTS
Gantner Instruments' Outdoor Test facility (OTF) in Tempe, AZ (figure 1) measures IV curves every minute for 24 fixed modules and 6 on a 2D tracker [6] . It has been running since July 2010 with a 98.9% uptime. 
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Meas POA Irrad (W/ml) <high sun "Air Mass"=func(solar height) low sun> There is also a localized spot of blue rich light at 100° azimuth and 10° solar altitude e which we will identify in the next section D. gives better off axis reflectivity than the reference cell).
However at point e (as in figure 3 ) the current drops 20-30%
suggesting it was due to shading. This would filter out some of No spectral corrections are done.
IV. THE Loss FACTORS MODEL (LFM)
The LFM fits IV curves very well under normal weather conditions [4] .
Previously LFM values have been derived by normalizing measurements with a c-Si reference sensor. Fits have been done to "good conditions" i.e. reasonable high irradiance, near noon (so low angle of incidence), unshaded and non-snow covered conditions. Extreme conditions for parameter fitting have been removed by filtering on limits (such as 'AOI<60 degrees' or 'sun height > 15') to get rid of the "scattered" points that may be hard to fit but filtering gets rid of some good points too. For example if there is a building shading 15 degrees high to the east but a low horizon to the west, filtering 'sun height> 15' removes some otherwise good low solar height measurements in the west.
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The PV _ LIB functions already contain PV models (including the I-diode and SAPM) but in this work the LFM is included to improve the modelling accuracy [5] . An outcome of this work will be to add the LFM to the PV _ LIB Toolbox, allowing greater access.
The LFM is illustrated in figure 9 [4]. It analyses IV curves   at  different  outdoor  conditions  (irradiance,  module temperature, spectrum, angle of incidence etc.) to give six normalized orthogonal parameters (as in Table II ) that characterize a module's performance and can identify the cause and any rate of change of limiting parameters. The product of these 6 parameters gives the normalized efficiency (also known as the DC performance ratio PRDc). .1%
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'" For well-behaved modules the five LFM parameters (except nIsc) can usually be fitted to <± 1 % accuracy shown as the grey horizontal lines (i.e. the coloured dots are usually within the grey lines for a good fit).
The fit for nIsc is also affected by soiling, snow, angle of incidence reflectivity and spectral response.
It is important to know the T MODULE for the n Voc coefficient.
If this is not known then it can be calculated from the PV LIB pv�_sapmce��temp
Using some of the previously described empirical fits for 
